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In recent time the work at Atominstitut Vienna on hydrogen motion 
studies using neutron radiography and neutron transmission was 
continued mainly along three lines (1) water transport studies 
in concrete, (2) further investigations of the H„0-D„0 diffusion 
process and (3) demonstration that neutron radiography is a use
ful tool for the measurement of hydrogen diffusion in metals. 

1. Moisture transport in concrete 

Temperature gradients can cause a migration of moisture in con
crete. Neutrons can be used to study these effects. This is due 
to the high neutron-proton cross section. The usual method which 
employs fast neutrons /'\ / and measures the moderation and slowing 
down effects of water containing substances could not be applied 
to the present investigation because the high Fermi-age of fast 
neutrons in building materials allows only little spatial reso
lution to be achieved. Therefore in the present study the trans
mission of thermal neutrons was chosen as the experimental method 
/2/. The transmitted neutrons were recorded by the usual direct 
neutron radiographic method (25 ym Gd-converter) as well as by 
counting them with a BF^-detector. The object investigated was 
a 50 mm thick concrete plate of a type used for the walls of the 
inner containment of the fast-breeder reactor SNR-300. The con
crete plates were thermally isolated on both sides with 5 mm 
thick PTFE-plates, and 5mm thick Al-plates were pressed onto 
the PTFE-plates to balance the pressure of the hot vapour. On 
one edge the plates were heated up to 170 °C. Neutron radiographs 
taken at different times after the begin of the heating process 
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clearly show the loss of moisture near the heated end of the 
plate (Fig.1 and Fig.2). For the evaluation of quantitative 
results the data obtained by the transmission counter were 
used /2,3/. By that way the parameters vapour diffusion coeffi
cient, mass transfer coefficient of the vapour and the porosity 
of the concrete could be determined from the profiles of moisture 
distribution. 

2. Water diffusion 

Further measurements were carried out to study the mutual diffu
sion of light with heavy water. Figure 3 shows the diffusion 
cell used. The recent measurements were carried out at 2 5 °C /4/ 
and again exhibited the same type of a concentration dependent 
diffusion coefficient as obtained in an earlier investigation /5/. 
Additionally, it was possible to show that this diffusion process 
can be characterized by the general dependence on x/vt. Therefore, 
Fig.4 shows the diffusion profile for a temperature of 25 °C. This 
curve completely describes the diffusion behaviour at that tempe
rature for all diffusion times. Due to dissociation processes this 
diagram does not show the D ?0 concentrations but the concentra
tions of deuterium nuclei compared to the number of the nuclei of 
all hydrogen isotopes present in the liquid. Actually, in the 
liquid there are three types of water molecules coexisting: H„0, 
HDO and D-0. The concentrations at a given point can be calculated 
from Fig.4 using the law of mass action. By that way the concen
tration profiles of three liquids - again on the reduced scale 
x/\/t - were determined and are shown in Fig. 5. As the abscissa 

-1/2 is a function of t the amount of HDO present in the liquid 
1 /2 increases with t ' obtaining 50% overall for t->-°°. The "rate of 

production" of HDO by diffusion thus determined /4/ can be of im
portance to certain technical problems as for example the esti
mation of the effects of leaks in heat exchanges of D„0-cooled 
nuclear reactors. 
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3. Hydrogen diffusion in metals 

The interest on hydrogen in metals is greatly increasing during 
the last few years due to the technological importance of that 
topic for e.g. hydrogen embrittlement, hydrogen energy systems, 
hydrogen storage and fusion systems. Therefore, the hydrogen 
diffusion in the metals 6-Ti (13-11-3), V, Nb and Ta was studied 
by neutron radiography /6,7/. All metals were in as-delivered 
state with impurity contents of less than 0.3 at% and were -
except V - annealed by the manufacturer (for detailed data of 
the samples see /!/) . The advantageous feature of fotographic 
image detectors in neutron radiography is, that the optical 
density in a more or less pronounced region is proportional to 
the logarithm of exposure. For the films used in the present 
work this part is shown in Fig.6. When measuring within this 
linear part the optical density on the film can be written as 

D = G log (I H/I Q) 

with 

I

H = I 0 exp (-L d p H ° H/A H) 

where G is the gradation of the film, L is Loschmidt's number, 
d is the thickness of the sample, p„ is the hydrogen density in 
the sample, a is the microscopic neutron cross section of hydro
gen, A is the hydrogen atomic number and I and I„ are the 
neutron beam intensities without and with hydrogen in the beam. 
Combining the above two equations it is evident that the optical 
density of the film is linearily related to the hydrogen concen
tration in the sample as long as both formulae are applicable. 

The samples were loaded electrolytically up to half their height 
with hydrogen in concentrations of 10-14 at% . The measurements 

; were carried out in the temperature region of 50-100 °C using 
the furnace shown in Fig.7 which allows to obtain the radio
graphs in situ without removing the samples from the furnace. 
The neutron radiographs were scanned with a microdensitometer 
thus obtaining scans as shown in Fig.8. In view of the discussion 
above, these scans directly represent the hydrogen distribution 
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in the sample when the instrumental noise is disregarded. There
fore, from these scans the diffusion coefficient can be obtained 
in a very direct way /6/. The results are shown in Fig. 9. In 
view of the property, that our samples were in as-delivered state 
the agreement with results obtained for highly pure metals is good 
with the exception of V, which in our case shows a very low 
diffusion coefficient because our V-samples were not annealed 
after a cold-rolling procedure. 

The conclusions drawn from these measurements are that for tech
nical applications making use of the hydrogen transport proper
ties of these metals the qualities usually delivered should be 
satisfactory provided the metals were annealed; 

These results are further demonstrations that neutron radiography 
is a useful tool to study hydrogen transport in different sub
stances the whole subject being reviewed in a recent paper /10/. 
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Figures 

Fig.1: Neutron radiograph of the concrete plate before heating 
Fig.2: As Fig.1, but after 74 h of heating. Dark areas have lower 

water content. 
Fig.3: The diffusion cell used to study the diffusion of liquids. 
Fig.4: Concentration profile of the H-O-D-O diffusion process at 

25 °C. 
Fig.5: Concentration profiles of the three types of water mole

cules present. 
Fig.6: Characteristic curves of the film-converter combination 

used. 
Fig.7: Furnace for in situ radiographing the hydrogen diffusion 

in metals. 
Fig.8: Typical densitometer scans of the hydrogen diffusion in 

metals. 
Fig.9: Diffusion coefficients of H in 6-Ti (•), V (•), Nb (+) 

and Ta (x) as obtained by neutron radiography shown to
gether with 6-Ti ( ) and Ta ( ) results from other 
methods /8,9/. 
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